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Queen Elizabeth I died on 24th March 1603. She was the last of the Tudor monarchs of England, a 

dynasty founded by her grandfather Henry VII in 1485 following his victory over Richard III at the battle 

of Bosworth Field. Elizabeth had never married and died childless, to be known to posterity as "The 

Virgin Queen". Who would succeed to the throne? 

Elizabeth I Shilling – 6th Issue
IMcB

James VI of Scotland 10 Shillings - 1598
IMcB  

It passed to the King of Scotland, James VI, who became King James I of England, thus reigning over 

two separate kingdoms. We see him here on a Scottish 10 shillings of 1598, roughly equivalent to the 

English shilling. He was the first of the Stuart monarchs. So how did a Scotsman become King of 

England? 

This simplified family tree helps to explain. Both Elizabeth and James were descended from Henry VII. 

Henry's daughter Margaret had married King James IV of Scotland. Their granddaughter was Mary 

Queen of Scots whom Elizabeth had executed in 1587. And Mary's son, by Lord Darnley, was James VI 

and I. James had been taken away from his Catholic mother and brought up as a Protestant.  

Henry VII = Elizabeth of York 

Henry VIII = (1) Katherine of Aragon
(2) Anne Boleyn
(3) Jane Seymour

Mary James IV of Scotland = Margaret

Mary I Edward VIElizabeth I James V of Scotland

Mary Queen of Scots

James VI of Scotland and I of England

 

Here we see the rulers of England during our period. James I married Anne of Denmark. Their son 

Charles I became king on his father's death in 1625 and was beheaded by order of Parliament in 1649. 

Then followed a period of 11 years when there was no king, and England was firstly a Commonwealth 

and then a Protectorate ruled by Oliver Cromwell, and from 1658 by his son Richard. Charles I's son 

had been in exile, but in 1660 he was restored as King Charles II.   
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These were momentous times, particularly with regard to the relations between King and Parliament. 

The big question was who had sovereign power. Who should control foreign policy? To whom were 

the King's ministers responsible? Both James I and Charles I believed in their Divine Right of Kingship 

and their main reason for calling Parliaments was to grant them money. But the power of Parliament 

was growing, and they refused to grant money unless their grievances were addressed. Charles I in 

particular was inclined to send anyone who spoke out against him in Parliament to the Tower. The 

Petition of Right of 1628 expressly forbade imprisonment without trial and provided that taxes should 

not be imposed unless granted by Parliament. So Charles tried to govern without it for 11 years.  

A 17th Century Parliament Guy Fawkes attempts to blow up Parliament 
1605

 

This was also a period of extreme religious tension in England. Catholics and others who refused to 

attend Anglican worship on a regular basis had to pay the Recusancy Fines. And in 1605 a group of 

Roman Catholics planned to blow up King and Parliament, but Guy Fawkes was caught in the act and 

the plot was foiled.  

Later this year (2020) an event from 400 years ago will be commemorated, the landing of the Pilgrim 

Fathers in America on board the Mayflower in November 1620. They were Puritans, a name for those 

seeking purity in the English Church with its rule by the bishops and what was thought to be a reversion 

to Roman Catholicism. Some of these Puritans remained within the church, but many wanted to opt 

out. The Pilgrim Fathers sought a new life across the Atlantic, free from religious persecution.  

The Pilgrim Fathers boarding The Mayflower 
- 1620

The Bishop and the Puritan

 

Religion was a major stumbling block between King and Parliament. The early Stuart monarchs upheld 

the authority of the bishops and the Anglican church. A high proportion of Parliamentarians were 

Puritans. Charles I in particular was suspected of Catholic tendencies, not least because of his Catholic 

French wife Henrietta Maria. And the church reforms of Archbishop Laud were deeply resented by 

many. Add to this relations with Scotland, on whose Presbyterians Charles tried to impose the Anglican 

Prayer Book, and there was a recipe for disaster.  
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The political situation deteriorated rapidly, leading to Civil War and the execution of King Charles in 

1649. Charles certainly had his faults, but when the Puritans got their chance to rule during the 

Commonwealth period, they were equally hated, and in 1660 the monarchy returned, although its 

power was in decline.   

Execution of Charles I - 1649
A busy scene inside the Mint

 

So what of the coins? As the 17th century progressed there was movement from the old hammered 

method to milled coins made by machinery. This would become the norm in 1663 under Charles II.  

James I took a great interest in the coinage and soon ordered coins to be produced bearing his image. 

The dies for these were cut by Charles Anthony, the chief engraver at the Mint. The coins were of the 

hammered variety, and here we see workers at the Mint beavering away at their production. All of 

James' coins were produced at the Tower Mint in London. 

There were 3 separate coinages during James' reign. The first was produced in 1603-4. All 

denominations above the shilling are rare. The silver crown and halfcrown reverted to the type of 

Edward VI with the monarch on horseback, although the horse is moving at a more sedate pace than 

the galloping one of Edward. The mintmark on the illustrated coin is thistle; lis was also used. The 

reverse legend is "Exurgat Deus Dissipentur Inimici " which translates as "Let God arise and let his 

enemies be scattered". It should be noted that gold crowns and halfcrowns also continued to be 

produced.  

James I– Halfcrown – 1st Coinage James I Shilling – 1st coinage, 1st and 2nd

busts
IMcB  

Six different busts were used on the shilling and sixpence during the reign. These are shillings of the 

first coinage showing the 1st and 2nd bust types. As the king was also King of Scotland, this was 

recognised on his titles which now translated as James, by grace of God, King of England, Scotland, 

France and Ireland, the claim to France being somewhat anachronistically retained and would be for 

another 200 years.  The shield on the reverse has also been revised. Previous coins had a shield with 

the lions of England and the fleur de lis of France occupying two quarters each. These are now 
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contained in the 1st and 4th quarters, while the Scottish lion rampant and the Irish harp are placed in 

the 2nd and 3rd quarters. Another innovation is that the denomination XII has been inserted behind 

the bust.  

The sixpence is similar, but as was traditional with those of Elizabeth the date appears on the reverse. 

VI appears behind the bust.  

James I Sixpence – 1st Bust - 1603
IMcB

James I Halfgroat, Penny and Halfpenny – 1st

coinage
IMcB  

There were no groats or threepences issued by James. But halfgroats, pennies and halfpennies were 

produced. 1st coinage halfgroats and pennies have a bust of the king and read I D G Rosa Sine Spina, 

James by grace of God, a rose without a thorn. Both coins illustrated have mintmark thistle. 

Halfpennies are miniscule and many must have been lost. They are  similar to those of Elizabeth, with 

a portcullis on the obverse and cross and pellets on the reverse. They are distinguishable only by the 

mintmark, in this case lis.  

There had been a large influx of Spanish-American silver following the peace with Spain in 1604, 

resulting in the value of silver in relation to gold being reduced. And so it was decided to reduce the 

weight of the gold coins to solve this problem. Thus the 2nd coinage of 1604-19. Crowns and 

halfcrowns remain rather elusive. This is a shilling of the 3rd bust with mintmark lis, dating it to 1604-

5. You will note a new reverse motto, a quotation from Matthew 19:6 - Quae Deus Coniunxit Nemo 

Separet (What God hath joined together let no man put asunder), an obvious reference to the union 

of the two kingdoms. 

James I Shilling – 3rd Bust

IMcB

James I Sixpences – 3rd Bust 1604 and 4th Bust 1606
IMcB  

The opportunity was also taken to insert a change of the king's titles on the coinage. The king was 

keen to promote the concept of Great Britain to represent the United Kingdoms of England and 

Scotland. Parliament refused to ratify this idea. Nevertheless, on 20th October 1604 a proclamation 

was issued ordering James's titles on the coinage to be shown as King of Great Britain, France and 
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Ireland, and this subsequently took place. We can read the abbreviated words MAG BRIT on the coins. 

The name of Great Britain gradually caught on, and much credit for publicising it must go to the 

coinage.  

This shilling is of the 5th bust, with mintmark coronet which was used from 1607-9.  

James I Shilling – 5th Bust

IMcB

James I Halfgroat ,Penny and Halfpenny – 2nd/3rd

coinage
IMcB  

The designs of the smaller coins were completely changed in the 2nd coinage and this change was 

continued in the 3rd coinage. The king's portrait and royal arms no longer appear on the halfgroat and 

penny. The halfgroat now has a crowned rose on one side and a crowned thistle on the other, while 

the penny and halfpenny have uncrowned rose and thistle. The "Rose without a thorn" inscription 

continued on the obverse of the halfgroat and penny, while on the reverse we have "Tuaetur Unita 

Deus" - May God guard these United (Kingdoms). The halfpenny has no inscription. 

Problems were continuing with the value ratio of gold to silver, and in 1612 it became necessary to 

revalue the gold coins by 10 per cent. The 3rd coinage of 1619-25 was an attempt to resolve this issue 

with the gold coins drastically reduced in weight. However, the silver coins were not affected. This is 

a crown of the 3rd issue, mintmark lis being used in 1623-4. Note the plumes of the Prince of Wales 

over the reverse shield. This denotes the use of Welsh silver which assumed major importance at this 

time and was shipped from Wales to the Tower Mint.  

James I Crown – 3rd coinage

IMcB

James I Halfcrown – 3rd Coinage

IMcB  

This is the halfcrown, also mintmark lis. Coins of the 3rd issue were struck in abundance and are 

relatively common. The recovery of 1619 was the prelude to a series of disasters however. Exports 

were badly hit by the Thirty Years War in Europe, while famine and poverty resulted from three very 

poor harvests in 1621-3. Add to this an outbreak of bubonic plague in London with 36,000 fatalities in 

1625 and we have economic chaos leading to rioting.  
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Here we see the shilling and sixpence of the 3rd coinage showing the sixth bust, both mintmark lis. 

Sixpences continued to be dated; this one is 1624.  

James I Shilling and Sixpence – 6th Bust
IMcB

Charles I Crown – Tower Mint

IMcB  

The coinage of Charles I is very complex. Charles succeeded to the throne on the death of his father 

James in 1625. This would be a reign of crises, both economical and political, although the economy 

did pick up slightly between 1625 and 1631. Minting continued at the Tower Mint, although there was 

an initial delay in coins with the new effigy as staff at the Mint had been decimated by the plague. 

There was an attempt in 1626 to alleviate the King's financial troubles by debasing the coinage striking 

coins on blanks lighter by some 7 per cent, but these lightweight coins were hastily recalled. All 

denominations were struck in ample quantities. This is the crown, still following the design of the king 

on horseback.  CR appears on the reverse which stands for Carolus Rex (or King Charles).  Note again 

the Welsh plumes and the mintmark harp from 1632-3.  

The halfcrown is similar. This example is massive for a halfcrown, with a diameter of 1.4 inches. It 

portrays the 1st of five major types of horseman, mintmark lis placing the coin as early as 1625. The 

reverse legend has political significance - "Christo Auspice Regno", which translates "I rule under the 

auspices of Christ", an allusion to Charles' belief in the Divine Right of Kings and that he exercised his 

rights over his subjects by direct descent from God.  

Charles I– Halfcrown – Tower
(1st horseman)

IMcB

Charles I– Halfcrown – Tower
(2nd horseman)

IMcB  

This is the 2nd horseman, with mintmark plume for 1630-1. The horse is smaller with no plume on the 

crupper and the king's sword rests on his shoulder whereas the 1st horseman had it raised in the air. 

The reverse shield is now oval in shape; previous coins of both James and Charles had a square-topped 

shield.  

And the 3rd horseman where the king's cloak flies out behind him and his sword is raised straight up 

in the air.  The mintmark P possibly stands for Parliament, because by this time (1643-4) Parliament 
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controlled the Tower Mint. Interestingly, they continued to produce coins with Charles' portrait, even 

though they were at war with him. And not only that; they also retained the controversial reverse 

inscription proclaiming the King's Divine Right.  

Charles I – Halfcrown – (3rd horseman) Tower 
under Parliament

IMcB

Charles I Shilling – Tower Mint Group A

IMcB  

Portraits used on coins from the shilling down are divided into 7 groups labelled A-G. This is a shilling 

of the 1st bust, Group A, mintmark lis, dated to 1625. The King is portrayed in his coronation robes, 

the denomination XII appearing to the rear of his head. As with the early crowns and halfcrowns, the 

top of the shield is flat.  

This is the sixpence with VI denoting the denomination.  As in previous reigns this coin bears a date - 

1625.  

Charles I Sixpence –Tower Mint Group A 
1625

IMcB

Charles I Halfgroat –Tower Mint Group A

 

The earliest halfgroats, pennies and halfpennies of Charles do not bear a portrait. Each of these 

denominations has a rose on each side, those on the halfgroat being crowned, as were halfgroats of 

James. This is the halfgroat. The legend on halfgroats and pennies reads on obverse C DG ROSA SINE 

SPINA (Charles by grace of God, the rose without a thorn) and on the reverse IUS THRONUM FIRMAT 

(Justice strengthens the throne). Charles made a mockery of this motto following the dissolution of 

Parliament in 1629 as he proceeded to flout the laws of the land with increasing frequency.  

Here are the penny and halfpenny. Halfpennies have no legend or mintmark and remain of this type 

throughout the reign.  
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Charles I Penny and Halfpenny –Tower Mint 
Group A IMcB

Charles I Shilling and Halfgroat – Tower Mint 
Group B

IMcB  

This shilling and halfgroat are of Group B, with the 2nd bust. The castle mintmark on the shilling is 

from 1627-8. Note how all early portraits of Charles on the coins show him with a ruff around his neck. 

Halfgroats and pennies from now on bear portraits. Mintmark plume on this halfgroat is from 1630-1.  

This is a sixpence of Group C showing the 3rd bust. Again, mintmark plume is for 1630-1. From this 

time onwards the date is no longer shown on the sixpence. This was because the shape of the shield 

had been altered and there was no longer room for the date. Instead the letters CR are squeezed in 

above the shield.  

Charles I Sixpence – Tower Mint Group C
IMcB

Charles I Milled Sixpence – Nicholas Briot

IMcB  

It is not until 1631 that we come across coins with the familiar bust of Charles, and these are actually 

milled rather than hammered. They are the work of a Frenchman called Nicholas Briot who was 

authorised to strike coins using machine processes in 1631-2, although at the end of that period the 

Mint reverted to hammered coins. The machine process seems to have been slow and was still viewed 

with hostility by the Mint workers. There was to be a second issue in 1638-9, but this sixpence is one 

of the earlier coins with mintmark flower and letter B (for Briot) below.  The milled coins are well 

rounded and evenly struck. There is a return to the square-topped shield, but the date is not re-

instated. The letters CR are omitted. 

This is the Halfgroat and penny. The letter B appears below the bust. Crowns, halfcrowns and shillings 

were also issued, similar in design to the hammered coins.  
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Charles I Milled halfgroat and penny - Briot
IMcB

Charles I Shilling and Sixpence Tower Mint Group D
IMcB  

Back to the hammered coins, and here we see a shilling and sixpence of Group D with the 4th bust. 

Mintmark harp dates them to 1632-3. The letters CR have moved to the side of the shield.  

Here are the halfgroat and penny. Mintmark crown on the halfgroat is 1635-6. The penny has two 

pellets as mintmark.  

Charles I Halfgroat and Penny Tower Mint Group D
IMcB

Charles I Shilling and Sixpence Tower Mint Group E
IMcB  

Group E brings us to the 5th bust, sometimes called the Aberystwyth bust as dies with this bust were 

supplied to the new mint opened at Aberystwyth in 1637. The sixpence with mintmark tun (a small 

barrel) dates from 1636-8, while the shilling with mintmark anchor is from 1638-9. It is a 5th bust 

variety. Note a return to the square-topped shield on the reverse and the omission of the letters CR.  

This shilling with mintmark anchor has a narrow-type bust of the king.  

Charles I Shilling 5th (Narrow)Bust
IMcB

Charles I Shilling 6th (Briot’s)Bust
IMcB  
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This shilling is from Group F with mintmark triangle from 1639-40. The bust is known as Briot's bust, 

as it was designed by Nicholas Briot and the portrait is similar to that found on his second milled 

coinage of the same period. The reverse has a square-topped shield over a cross fleury like that found 

on the ordinary hammered shillings.  

This is another Group F shilling with the 6th bust, mintmark eye, dating it to 1645, produced under the 

control of Parliament who by this stage were well on their way to victory in the Civil War against the 

king.  

Charles I Shilling Tower Mint Group F (Under 
Parliament)

IMcB

Charles I Penny Tower Mint Group G (Under 
Parliament)

IMcB  

This penny is of Group G and portrays the 7th bust, again issued under Parliament. The mintmark 

consists of two pellets.  

So much for the Tower Mint in London. However, I mentioned that a mint had opened at Aberystwyth 

in Wales in 1637. In 1631 Sir Thomas Bushell had taken over silver mining operations in Wales on a 

lease from the king. Rather than transport the silver from Wales to London he persuaded the king that 

silver should be coined on the spot. And so he was appointed as Warden and Master of the new 

Aberystwyth Mint which was to operate as a branch of the mint in London. Dies were initially supplied 

from London for halfcrowns, shillings, sixpences, halfgroats and pennies, with groats, threepences and 

halfpennies added later. Groats and threepences were never struck at the Tower Mint. This is the 

shilling.  

Charles I Shilling - Aberystwyth

IMcB

Charles I Sixpence and Threepence -
Aberystwyth

IMcB  

Here we see the sixpence and threepence. These Aberystwyth coins are marked on obverse and 

reverse with the plumes device used to denote Welsh silver. Bushell also applied his own device, an 

open book.   

 Denominations below the threepence do not have the plumes device in front of the bust. However, 

a large plume appears on the reverse of the halfgroats (as seen here) and pennies. Inscriptions are the 
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same as those used in London. Halfpennies do not have a portrait, but have rose on obverse and large 

plume on reverse. There is no inscription. Minting ceased abruptly at Aberystwyth on the outbreak of 

the Civil War and moved to the king’s headquarters at Shrewsbury where a mint operated in 1642.  

This mint was only operational for nine or ten weeks, as when Charles’ court moved to Oxford in 

December 1642 the mint went with it.  

Charles I Halfgroat - Aberystwyth

IMcB

Charles Groat- Aberystwyth Furnace

IMcB  

Coins of an Aberystwyth type were struck later in the reign, possibly in 1647-8. These are the so-called 

Aberystwyth-Furnace coins, thought to have been struck at a temporary mint at Furnace near 

Aberystwyth. This is the groat. There were also halfcrowns, shillings, sixpences, threepences, 

halfgroats and pennies.  

Gold was very scarce, yet there was a need for larger denominations. Large, clumsy denominations of 

pound, halfpound and crown had been produced at Shrewsbury. It is possible that the idea for these 

may have come from the king’s nephew, Prince Rupert of the Rhine, who would have been familiar 

with the large talers and their multiples in use in Germany at the time. These large denominations 

continued at Oxford, silver being supplied by gifts of plate and other bullion donated by Royalist 

supporters. Both gold and silver were greatly augmented by Charles’ occupation of Oxford when he 

came into possession of the college plate. This is an example of the silver pound from Oxford. The 

value XX (20) appears on the reverse.  

Charles I Silver Pound - Oxford Charles I Pattern Crown- Oxford

 

This is the pattern crown produced by Thomas Rawlins who was appointed as chief engraver in July 

1643. It shows Charles riding over a panorama of the city of Oxford, the only English coin ever to 

feature identifiable scenery. Again, we have the value V (5) on the reverse.  

All Oxford silver down to the halfcrown bears an equestrian portrait of the king. This is the halfcrown 

with mintmark plume which appears both in the obverse legend and above the rear of the horse. 
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Three plumes appear on the reverse, known as the Oxford plumes which differed from those of 

Shrewsbury. Later coins were inscribed OX or OXON. You will notice that these coins of Oxford are 

dated, in this case 1643. The scroll on the reverse reads RELIG PROT LEG ANG LIBER PARL – standing 

for the Protestant religion, the laws of England and the liberty of Parliament. This refers to the 

declaration of war made by Charles at Wellington against the Parliamentary rebels. Interesting how 

Charles upholds the liberty of Parliament on his coins while Parliament continue to support Charles 

and his divine right on coins from the Tower Mint. However, Charles uses a reverse legend previously 

used on the earliest coins of James - "Exurgat Deus Dissipentur Inimici " which translates as "Let God 

arise and let his enemies be scattered". This took on new meaning in the context of the Civil War.  

Charles I– Halfcrown – Oxford - 1643

IMcB

Charles I Sixpence – Oxford Mint - 1643
IMcB  

Denominations from the shilling down to the penny portrayed a bust of the king. These included 

sixpences, such as the coin shown here, groats, threepences, halfgroats and pennies. There were no 

halfpennies. Many of the early coins were struck from Shrewsbury dies and this sixpence has the 

Shrewsbury plumes, encircled by a coronet. One plume appears on the obverse in front of the bust, 

while 3 plumes appear on the reverse over the Declaration inscription. The mintmark is an open book, 

as on earlier coins minted at Aberystwyth.  

Here we see the threepence, halfgroat and penny from Oxford. The threepence has the declaration 

reverse, while the halfgroat and penny have a large plume on the reverse similar to those earlier issued 

at Aberystwyth. The threepence has the Rawlins bust, named after the engraver Thomas Rawlins.  

Charles I Threepence, Halfgroat and Penny –
Oxford Mint

IMcB

Charles I Shilling – York Mint
IMcB  

Charles had originally intended to establish his capital at York which was an important stronghold in 

an area of widespread Royalist sympathies. Briot received secret instructions to go there in the 

autumn of 1642 and establish a mint. However, things got off to a disastrous start when the minting 

equipment coming by sea was captured by Parliamentary privateers off Scarborough. The mint did 
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eventually get under way, producing halfcrowns, shillings (as see here), sixpences and threepences. 

The mintmark used on these coins was a lion, and above the shield on the reverse were the letters 

EBOR, short for Eboracum, the Roman name for York. 

This is the threepence. The York Mint closed in summer 1644 when York surrendered to the forces of 

Parliament following the Royalist defeat at the battle of Marston Moor. Chester was one of the few 

Royalist towns in the north to hold out after this battle, and halfcrowns, shillings and threepences 

were struck here in 1644.  

Charles I Threepence – York Mint
IMcB

Charles I Groat 1644 – Exeter Mint
IMcB  

Cornwall had been one of the first counties to declare for the king, and in 1642 a Royalist mint was 

established at Truro, issuing crowns, halfcrowns and shillings. In 1643 the Royalists invaded Devon 

where they annihilated the Parliamentary forces, and minting operations transferred from Truro to 

Exeter. All denominations were produced here from the halfpound down to the penny. This is the 

groat. The mintmark is rose which had also been used at Truro, and somewhat unusually the date 

1644 appears before the obverse legend.  

Here are the threepence, halfgroat and penny, the latter two with a large rose on the reverse. All are 

dated 1644. Some of the Exeter halfgroats have a shield reverse. The last of the Exeter coins was dated 

1645, though minting probably continued until the fall of the city in April 1646.  

Charles I Threepence, halfgroat and penny 
1644 – Exeter Mint

IMcB

Charles I Halfgroat – Worcester Mint

IMcB  

There are some coins of rather crude design which have been attributed to a mint at Worcester and a 

mint which reopened at Shrewsbury in 1644. This is a halfgroat.  

Royalist forces captured Bristol in July 1643 and coins were minted here identified by the abbreviation 

BR, as seen on the reverse of this halfcrown. Coins consisted mainly of halfcrowns and shillings, but 

also sixpences, groats and threepences, with relatively few halfgroats and pennies. This halfcrown is 

dated 1644 and has mintmark plume.  
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Charles I – Bristol Mint – Halfcrown

IMcB

Charles I – Bristol Mint – Shilling and 
Halfgroat

IMcB  

Here are the shilling and halfgroat. The Bristol issues follow closely the pattern of the Oxford coinage, 

although the Latin inscription on the reverse begins at the top and not on the left. Minting ceased with 

the fall of the city to Parliament in September 1645.  

After Bristol surrendered, moneyers from the city continued to operate from Ashby de la Zouche and 

then Bridgnorth-on-Severn. This is a Bridgnorth three pence dated 1646 with mintmark plumelet. A 

plumelet also appears in front of the king’s portrait and above the declaration on the reverse.   

Charles I – Threepence 1646 – Bridgnorth-on-Severn

IMcB  

There were other mints, but these are the main ones. Also to be found are siege pieces, emergency 

money produced in several besieged Royalist towns. During 1644-5 these were issued at Scarborough, 

consisting of crude pieces of silver plate hammered flat and stamped with a castle device and the 

value below. Denominations are very diverse due to the haphazard method of cutting the metal with 

pieces stamped with their value according to weight e.g. 4 pence, 1 shilling 2 pence, 5 shillings 8 pence 

to name but a few.  
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Siege pieces - Scarborough Siege piece - Carlisle

 

Carlisle was besieged from October 1644 to July 1645 and here coins were reasonably well struck on 

both sides of a fairly circular flan. The obverse showed a large crown surmounting the royal cipher and 

the value, while the reverse was inscribed OBS CARL (Obsidium Carleoli, the siege of Carlisle), and the 

date 1645. Values were for 3 shillings and 1 shilling.  

During the summer of 1645 diamond shaped coins were issued at Newark. The obverse showed a 

large crown flanked by the royal monogram with the value in Roman numerals below, while the 

reverse was inscribed OBS NEWARK or NEWARKE with the date beneath, 1645 or 1646. There were 

halfcrowns, shillings, ninepences and sixpences.  

Siege piece (Ninepence) - Newark
Siege pieces - Pontefract

 

Charles surrendered to the Scots in May 1646, but in 1648 a second Civil War broke out. Siege pieces 

from Pontefract date from this period consisting of 2 shillings and 1 shilling. Plate was cut in the usual 

manner and was then struck with dies having a circular beaded border. The usual obverse showed the 

crowned CR monogram with the Latin motto DUM SPIRO SPERO (While I breathe, I hope). The reverse 

showed a castle with a hand protruding from one of the towers holding a sword, with the date 1648 

and the letters OBS PC. Others have a cannon protruding from the tower. Even after Charles was 

beheaded on 30 January 1649 Pontefract continued to hold out and a few shillings were struck in the 

name of CAROLUS SECUNDUS, Charles II.  

From 1649-53 England was a Republic. In 1653 Oliver Cromwell established a Protectorate with 

himself as Lord Protector. Coins reflected the wave of Puritanism that now swept the country, and 

included crowns, halfcrowns, shillings, sixpences, halfgroats, pennies and halfpennies. They were 

designed by Thomas Simon. This is the Halfcrown.  
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Commonwealth – Halfcrown –1653

IMcB

Commonwealth Shilling 1652

IMcB  

And here is the shilling. No personality was to be glorified, so portraiture was taboo, being replaced 

with armorial devices. The obverse has a simple shield bearing the cross of St George (the Republican 

arms of England) surrounded by a wreath of palm and laurel, while the reverse has twin shields with 

the cross of St George (England) and the harp (Ireland). The look of this reverse gave rise to the name 

breeches money as it resembled the seat of a pair of pants. Someone remarked that this was a fit 

name for coins of the Rump.  

Inscriptions were in English as Latin was regarded as a mark of Popery. These appeared on coins down 

to the sixpence, seen here. The obverse read The Commonwealth of England with a mintmark at the 

top (the sun from 1649 to 1657 under Oliver Cromwell, the anchor from 1658-60 under his son 

Richard). The reverse read God With Us along with the date and value.  

Commonwealth Sixpence 1651

IMcB

Commonwealth Halfgroat, Penny and Halfpenny

IMcB  

No dates or mintmarks appear on the halfgroat, penny or halfpenny. The halfpenny has only one shield 

on either side.  
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Oliver Cromwell – Halfcrown - 1658

IMcB  

Did Oliver Cromwell wish to be king? That is a question for debate. He was apparently offered the 

crown but refused to take it. What is certain is that coins were produced bearing his portrait – 

halfcrowns dated 1656, and crowns, halfcrowns, shillings and very rare sixpences dated 1658. Pictured 

is the halfcrown of 1658. These have been described as patterns but there is nothing to suggest they 

were not intended for circulation. The coins were designed by Thomas Simon and manufactured with 

machinery perfected by a Frenchman called Pierre Blondeau. This was capable of making coins with 

inscribed edges, seen as the answer to clipping. Cromwell is depicted in the style of a Roman emperor. 

And we have a return to the Latin inscription - OLIVAR DG RP ANG SCO ET HIB &c PRO - Oliver, by grace 

of God, Protector of the Republic of England, Scotland and Ireland etc. France is omitted so it must be 

covered by the etc. On the reverse a crown sits over a coat of arms which includes the crosses of St 

George and St Andrew and the Irish harp. In the centre is a rampant lion, the personal arms of the 

Cromwell family. There is no mintmark, but the date appears on the reverse with the legend PAX 

QUAERITUR BELLO - Peace is sought by war. The edge inscription is HAS NISI PERITVRVS MIHI ADIMAT 

NEMO - Let no one remove these letters from me under penalty of death - a warning to the clippers.  

Richard Cromwell had neither the ability nor the will to rule and agreed to an amicable dismissal by 

Parliament. In 1660 the eldest son of Charles I who had been living in exile was restored to the throne 

as Charles II. In May 1661 it was decreed that in future all coins should be machine made. However, 

this milled coinage did not appear until 1662 and meantime the traditional hammered process was 

used. All Commonwealth coins, indicative of the previous regime, were demonetised from 30 

November 1661, although an extension was given to mid-January 1662 for the payment of taxes. Main 

responsibility for this hammered coinage fell on Thomas Simon, but it was well into 1661 before this 

appeared. Denominations were halfcrown (as seen here, with mark of denomination XXX for thirty 

pence), shilling, sixpence, groat, three pence, halfgroat and penny. Groat and halfgroat were now 

known as fourpence and twopence respectively. The mintmark on these coins is crown. They are 

undated. The reverse sees a return to the motto Christo Auspice Regno.  
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Charles II – Halfcrown – Hammered (3rd

issue)

IMcB

Charles II – Hammered shillings and sixpence

IMcB  

The first of these coins had neither mark of value nor inner circle on either obverse or reverse, as can 

be seen on the example of the shilling on the left. A second issue gave the mark of value, as in the 

shilling in the middle, while the sixpence on the right has beaded circles separating the inscriptions 

from the field. The quality of production of these coins is not great, pointing to a great deal of haste 

in their manufacture. The coiners were probably trying to prove that their hammered method was 

every bit as fast as that using the new machinery now being installed. But they were fighting a losing 

battle.  

Here were see the fourpence, and threepence, all from the 3rd issue. These denominations were only 

introduced during the 3rd issue.  

Charles II – Hammered fourpence, and 
threepence

IMcB

Charles II – Hammered twopence and penny

IMcB  

And here are the twopence and penny. All these coins were produced at the Tower Mint in London. 


